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Forgotten Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from Elements of Unity in the
Homeric Poems The reader who is more impressed with the sense of unity than of diversity in the
composition of the Iliad, suffers a peculiar difficulty in debate with an opponent. It is not precisely
that he is liable to the reproach of being a poet instead of a professor, with consequent derogation
from his standing as a judge in poetic matters; or a mere conservative unready for new truth: every
student of Homer living has begun his study long since the Lay theory was familiar, insomuch that a
reviewer lately appointed the centennial of Wolf s publication, 1895, as the date after which no
writer of credit would contend for the unity; no unreasonable prognostic, if the other theory be
essentially reasonable. The difficulty is rather, that certain conditions of the question throw such a
reader s ideas and expressions into forms which by a sort of optical illusion seem to resemble those
of contempt. What could be more repugnant to the proper feeling of one true scholar discussing...
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This book is wonderful. It really is writter in easy words and never difficult to understand. I am quickly can get a satisfaction of reading a created ebook.
-- Ca r ley Huels-- Ca r ley Huels

Comprehensive information for publication enthusiasts. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this composed e pdf. You can expect to like
the way the article writer create this pdf.
-- Abby K oz ey IV-- Abby K oz ey IV
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